
 

 

                                           Swivel-Bolt ‘Bolt -On’ Electronic Lock Options 

 
Product Overview (Swivel-Bolt) 

         (Standard) Safe Lock Option 
 
 This lock op�on is supplied as (standard) with 

the purchase of an (ECL), (L02), (L22) and (BIO)  
electronic model. The high quality swivel-bolt 
operated stainless-steel safe lock provides a keyless 
and convenient entry solu�on based on the standard 
(3) wheel combina�on lock footprint. 
                         

 
1000-LK1 Electronic Safe Lock 

 
Product Bene�ts 

� Is constructed for strength, and is a quality all 
stainless-steel safe lock. 

� Is retrofit to the standard (3) wheel combina�on 
lock footprint. 

� Is cer�fied as withstanding (10) �mes the bolt-
head pressure requirement of the Australian 
standard AS4145.2. 

� Is patented and Australian Made. 
� Is registered with a unique ‘Super Code’ that 

allows the lock to be reset to its factory se�ngs. 
� A ‘Reset’ bu�on pairs a lock to an entry pad. 
� This same safe lock has been adapted to provide 

a restricted profile override ‘Wave’ key solu�on.  
 

      Alternative Lock Option 
� A ‘Dead-Bolt’ lock version. 

 
       This unit is patented and Australian Made 

 
   Product Overview (Swivel-Bolt) 
           (Key-Override) Safe Lock Option 
 
 This lock op�on is supplied as (standard) with the 

purchase of a (BLE) Bluetooth model. For all other 
electronic models, a restricted profile override key 
safe lock can be provided on request. 

  

Product Bene�ts 
� The cost benefit of not having to invest in a 

special redundant override plate system when an 
electronic opening is not possible. 

� The knowledge that as the lock is registered, a 
key(s) can be supplied at the �me of purchase or 
supplied at �me when a key opening is 
necessary. This op�on may suit some end-users 
where the availability of a key(s) creates 
concern. 

� The knowledge these restricted profile keys are 
assembled. A joint agreement with a compliant 
service agency will allow these keys to be 
assembled on-site and dismantled once the key 
has served its purpose.  

� Please refer to the ‘RQK - Restricted Quick Key’ 
brief for further informa�on on this op�on.  

� The (6) pick resistant levers with a registered 
restricted profile ‘Wave’ key offers the ul�mate 
in security within the one universal safe lock 
footprint.   

                             
1000-LK2 Electronic Safe Lock 
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